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Spring is returning, and with it the pleasure of enjoying a cold brew! 
Here we reveal our iced solutions and recipes for making a single 

bottle or large volumes. A cold brew offers the advantage  
of being particularly simple and quick to prepare – plus you can keep 

it in the fridge for a few days after extraction! 

THE COLD BREW

" How to...”
by Laure

Hario
COLD BREW BOTTLE 

Hario, the home cold brew best-seller, has added some new pop 
colours to its family of bottles.  
Recommended coffee: a natural Kenyan type "Nyeri - Tangathi 
- Wanjairu Estate - Alex Mwangi - UW" 
(and it’s cupping season too!)

1/ Place the coffee in the filter

2/ Pre-infuse for 1 minute with 100 g of hot water (to moisten evenly)

3/  Fill with the remaining water and close the bottle. I like to stir the bottle well 3 or 4 times. 

You can leave it to brew at room temperature (8 to 12 hours) or in the fridge  
(12 to 16 hours) depending on your desired profile (the extraction temperature 
will affect the result in the cup).

Ratio: 1:12

Infusion time: between  
8 and 12 hours  

in full immersion

Coffee: 60 g 

Water: 750 g
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Cold 
brew 
tonic

Toddy is the perfect solution  
for preparing large volumes of cold brew 
for your coffee shop this summer! 

Our ultra-simple recipe 
- Some ice cubes
- 1/3 cold brew 
- 2/3 tonic (top-quality!)
-  Citrus peel to decorate the edge of your drink:  

orange, lemon, yuzu, etc. 

Why not shake things up a bit with a cascara cold 
brew? This dried, certified organic cherry pulp  
straight from Hacienda la Pradera (Comuneros,  
Santa Maria) and available in the summer months  
is delicious as a cold brew! 

by Caroline Noirbusson, French Champion
brewer's cup 2018 and bartender at Divine, Paris

Ingredients
- 4cl cold brew coffee
- 3cl Clairin Sajous Haitian rum
- 1cl Smith and Cross Jamaican rum
- 1.5cl house orgeat
- 1.5cl Dry Curaçao (orange liquor)
- 1.5cl banana liquor
- 3 dash of orange bitter

Cold brew recipe:
1/  Brew 120g of coarsely ground coffee 

in 1 L of filtered water for 20 hours.
2/  Use pure for the cocktail, or dilute  

to 1/5th for drinking as such!

Recommended coffee:  
a natural Ethiopian  

type "Guji - Q1 - Shakisso - Dambi Uddo  
Gatama - UW, BIO, Forest Coffee"

Water:  
11.2 litres

Coffee:  
2 kg 

Infusion time: between 12 and 
24 hours in full immersion

LARGE VOLUMES OF COLD BREW

Toddy

1/ Insert the filter into the brewing container. 
2/ Pour 2 kg of ground coffee into the filter. 
3/  Slowly pour 11.2 litres of cool water into the open filter, 

making sure to saturate all the coffee grounds.
4/ Tie the filter bag closed with the string provided. 
5/  Tie the string about 8 cm from the top of the filter bag,  

to allow enough space for the coffee to move around.
6/ Leave to brew for 12 to 24 hours.
7/  After brewing, drain the concentrate into airtight  

storage jugs.
8/  Close the tap and leave for another  

15 to 30 minutes.
9/  Decant the rest of the concentrate  

and refrigerate. Makes about 8 litres.  

Have fun trying out some signature cocktails – cold brew coffee pairs 
beautifully with cordials, citrus juice and flower infusions.

COLD BREW COFFEE  
IS FUN AND CREATIVE! 

Watch our Toddy  
tips on video 

Hario  
Cold brew 

bottle


